Levine Holds World's Record
For Flowing, Unconnected Talk

SG Presidential candidate Bob Levine might well be heartily endorsed by John Dos Passos. He's probably the only stream-of-consciousness talker in the world.

"Actually," he will tell you in a semi-drawl, "the University Party [on which he is running] is fundamentally interested in organising the free tuition fight, in all the free cell... Hmm, there goes that cute girl from Vector again... Boy, oh boy, college, on a year-round basis, so that the activities of different schools don't conflict with one another... He never misses a beat.

"I consider last Thursday's snow a good omen," he says with an effortful grin.

The tall (rather) and thin ("I pretend to be fat, or I'll disappear") upper junior is an Urban Studies major who hopes to go into Education or Journalism upon graduation. He looks upon SG as "part of the training the student receives in college—lab work of a sort."

There Was A Time

There was a time, in December of 1961, when Bob became the first candidate in the College's history to lose an election on a recount. (On this momentous occasion, Richard Weisberg sailed gracefully into the SG Secretary's post after a slight—oops!—tallying error.)

The following semester, having taken his near misses like a good sport, Levine again entered an SG race. This time, for vice-president. Re-member? Mark Kessel and Ira Bloom, his two opponents for the position, piled up in a dead heat with 43% of the votes apiece. (For the first time in history once more, of course.)

"People kept saying, 'If I hadn't voted for you, Kessel could have won,' or 'If I didn't vote for you, Bloom could have won.' I felt terrible."

Bob refuses to launch personal attacks against his opponents. "I want to fight a positive campaign," he said, "in which people will vote for me, not against the other candidates."

He can, however, be provoked to mild comment: on Vice-President candidate Danny Katkin, for instance, who generally got out for state's appellation... the New Perspective Party.

"Last term, Danny helped form the Free Higher Education Party," Bob reminisced. "The names aren't very original. As a matter of fact, Danny always seems to pick names exactly... Hmm, there goes that... Bill again... See?... exactly two and a half years old."

Simon Wants To Cut His Ties, But Keeps Getting All Tied Up

By MARC BRODY

Howard Simon says that he has been trying to cut his ties with student activities ever since he entered the College, but once again it looks as if he may not succeed.

Simon has been a "treacherous attempt to do home-work," he declares; but his servies as the Metropolitan New York Chairman of the National Student Association last year and on Student Council in his freshman year has prevented him for achieving this goal to any great extent.

Howard does feel, however, that his education in college only began when he was elected to the NSA. After spending a year as NSA delegate, traveling cross-country, meeting with student leaders and educators, helping SG's "becoming more meaningful to their respective campuses," supervising thirty or forty SGs in the New York area, he has "gained respect for education" and developed a real set of values. He also worked very closely with SG President Ira Bloom at the NSA Congress this summer, and gained his respect and friendship.

A lower junior, Simon, is in the process of deciding his major. "If I get good marks in the History Department I'll go in for Intelectual History; if I do better in the Philosophy Department I'll probably major in the History of Philo-

OP Endorsements At A Glance

SG President: HOWARD SIMON
SG Vice-President: GIRARD PESSIS
SG Treasurer: LARRY STEINHAUER
SG Secretary: JOHN ZIPPERT
Student Council '64: ERIC RIESENB EHN
Student Council '65: JIMMY BALTAKE
SG Secretary: JOEL COOPER
Fred Newman
Student Council '66: PAUL HIRSCH
Mike Ticktin
Student Council President: NIKKI LANDSMA N
Gregor Owen
Zelda Steinberg
References:
Reorganisation — Yes
SAB — Vote to Abolish
Basketball — Abstain

Rosenberg Sees No Panacea In Organizational Reforms

By MARTHA STERNIN

The President's chair is not unfamiliar to Bob Rosenberg; this presidential candidate ran Student Government when Alan Blume was in the hospital with mumps last year.

The first thing one notices about Rosenberg after his imposing height in his spirit. It's obvious in his jovial attitude, his rapid speech and his energetic movements. He's enthusiastic about the College and exuberant over the exciting years he has spent here.

Now he desires to infuse this spirit into Student Government. Bob feels that mere constitutional changes won't be the panaceas for Student Government ills. He wants to see the "elite group" which has arisen in the Council during the last few terms abandon its apathetic attitude and establish rapport with both the Student body and the clubs.

Realising that his own extra-curricular activities have helped to make his college years rewarding, he declares that "there basically isn't much difference between the two."

Rather than acting radically he prefers to "internalise" things after studying them as an intellectual approach with both the Student body and the clubs.
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OP ENDORSEMENT EDITORIALS

Vote YES On SG Reorganization

Simon for Prexy

The Student Government president can be a very powerful post. Among other things, it is an excellent way to gain admittance to law school. It can also be — in the hands of a competent executve with an ability to lead and a capacity for hard work — a boon to the student body. The SG President can make the students' views felt in the College's Administration, in the Department of Student Life, and, with a little bit of luck, even in Albany. He can make SG a great self-governing system of co-curricular activities, enhancing students' enjoyment and increasing the value of their education.

In consideration of the importance of the office, Observation Post urges students to elect Howard Simon, president of Student Government. Of all the candidates, he could make SG most meaningful to students, most respected in the Administration and beyond the College's gates. Simon is an intelligent, capable individual, who has done a great deal of work in SG this term — this despite the fact that in September he held no SG offices and five weeks of Council wrangling have been his executive term — not in doing anything in particular, but in being SG President. The competency with which he has executed his assigned tasks, the breadth of his long list of qualifications, a less qualified candidate is hard to imagine.

Steveinhauer

The student voter is, upon occasion, presented with an executive candidate possessing a voluminous list of qualifications. Every once in a while, such a seemingly experienced candidate opposes another with a less impressive collection of titles, but with the same dedication. Even more rare is the latter student is eminently better qualified and intrinsically more competent. Such is the case that exists in the race for SG Treasurer.

No one can question Alan Blume's preoccupation with Student Government. The competency with which he has executed his assigned tasks this year has made him an asset to SG. By the time he left for Oxford, he had already helped to turn SG around. When he returned, he had successfully accomplished what SG's new executive council needs accomplished. He has made it possible for all students to share their past experience with novice representatives — these benefits and more can be derived from the passage of the proposed referenda.

Taking everything into account, Howard Simon is, by far, the best candidate for SG President. Observation Post urges all students to elect him.

Pessis for VP

Only rarely does the SG Vice-President do more than chair Council meetings when the President is busy. This term's VP was not uncommonly seen gaveling occasionally. He created a need for his office because a job had to be done. Girar Pessis must be re-elected as SG Vice-President. The program he has initiated demands his continued leadership.

Bob Rosenberg is the only other presidential aspirant worth consideration. Because of Alan Blume's illness and inability to work, Rosenberg got a certain amount of presidential experience when he served as Blume's VP. This term was far from SG's most successful. Rosenberg displays some difficulty defending many of his ideas about SG, mostly because he has included them in his broad, all-encompassing view of SG's scope — which is larger than an ordinary SG president at a time when SG needs extraordinary leadership.

But Bob Levine is a presidential hopeful interested in being SG President — not in doing anything in particular, but in being SG President. A master of the art of speaking long and sounding little, Levine is known for his subtlety and tact, but he has little to lose, and even a slight majority among the latter student is eminently better qualified and intrinsically more competent. Such is the case that exists in the race for SG Treasurer.
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Vote for Zippert

A good student Government Secretary must be more than a scribe. As a member of SG's Executive Committee, the Secretary should have a solid understanding of SG, and more importantly, the energy and creativity necessary to provide high-level programming.

John Zippert meets these criteria; he is eminently qualified to be Secretary. On Thursday, December 5, 1963, Observation Post wholeheartedly urges the election of Larry Steinshauer.

Vote YES

It seems only sensible that students giving exceptional service to the College should have the opportunity to be recognized by their fellows. On the other hand, the manner in which honors have been handled by past Student Councils sometimes seem to have a narrow needs revision. At best, Council has elected on the basis of hearsay; at worse, Council has been influenced by partisan politics. And always, many — if not most — awards went to the very members of Council giving them out.

Observation Post urges students to vote YES to the referendum which would take the power to give out honors away from Council. Then, Council wishes to continue making awards, it will have to devise a better system for handling them and present it as a new referendum next term.

Other Referenda

The Student Activities Board is an anachronism, and an referendum calling for support of the status quo is, to use a Council term, "frivolous and dilatory." Students last term indicated a desire to remove the SAB, and as a result of the lack of interest, mandatory attendance at Federation meetings was subsequently removed. If the student body is again being polled, they must offer the only logical response. The SAB should be abolished because it is no longer functional, and its very existence is an insult to the concept of responsible student government.

The referendum "requesting" President Gallagher to return the College to big-time basketball competition must also be thought before action. In reality, the issue is up to the Board of Higher Education which rules that the Colleges of the City University may not play in any arena not under educational supervision and may not play more than 18 games a year. President Gallagher has the major responsibility of the present situation. We urge voters to abstain on this referendum. We encourage SG, on the other hand, to further investigate the question.

President's Choice

To the Editor,

It is customary for the incumbent President, at this time in the term, to express his preferences in the upcoming election. I would, however, like to break precedent by first discussing the election which seems, as its name suggests, to be the election of the President of SG.

We must remember that the presidency is a difficult and demanding position. It is of critical importance that the person who holds this office be eminently qualified to deal with the responsibilities which come with it.

The incumbent, John Zippert, is by far the better candidate. He is an articulate person with a firm understanding of SG, the College, and the student body. He is an articulate person with a firm understanding of SG, the College, and the student body. He is an articulate person with a firm understanding of SG, the College, and the student body. He is an articulate person with a firm understanding of SG, the College, and the student body. He is an articulate person with a firm understanding of SG, the College, and the student body. He is an articulate person with a firm understanding of SG, the College, and the student body. He is an articul...
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Let's Look At The Record

1—A motion to change Inter-Fraternity Constitution’s clause of 1815 for Greek Letter to a full subsidy minus $5 and advertisements.
2—The President of the House of Representatives of D.C. for an amendment so the students will have more power in the review of what is being reviewed.
3—A motion to adopt the new Constitution for the House of Representatives of D.C.
4—A motion to establish a Social Club for students.
5—A motion to establish a Social Club for students.
6—A motion to place the second reorganization referendum on the ballot (The first passed 23-0-0).
7—A motion stating the Council support the third reorganization referendum.
8—A motion stating Council support the third reorganization referendum.
9—A motion to support the third reorganization referendum.
10—A motion to place the third reorganization referendum on the ballot.

* These candidates were admitted to Council in the October election and missed the first meetings.

New Perspectives Slate

I. Free Tuition Program
We intend to try to break the partisan politics surrounding this issue. This will be accomplished by personal contact with Republican assemblymen and impressing them with the fact that this should be a non-partisan political question.

II. A Philosophy of Student Government—Programming
It is our firm belief that Student Government is not only the student government, but also a part of the community. Our programming will reflect both of these beliefs.

III. The Enrolment Crisis
On the basis of present information at our disposal we have grave reason to believe that hard times are ahead for admission to the college.

IV. Speaker Program
We intend to achieve a regular program of famous speakers by meeting with the Student Government and other organizations that aid students to improve public speaking and general programs.

Simon
(Continued from Page El)

* He feels, but it is on the border line or not existing at all.

** He is coming to the ideal is not far away. The Student Government is in a position to make the ideal a reality.
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The Status Quo
Six Months Term

By DANNY KATKIN AND JOEL COOPER

The student body will be asked this week to decide the fate of state self-government at the College. It has not been proposed that Student Government be abolished, but only that its structure be changed. The purpose is to make it function better.

The current system of twice yearly elections and an inherently ineffective Executive Committee structure has been the subject of much concern for many years. The proposal for a one-term reorganization of Student Government is sincere than will the present structure, in which interested students are not given the chance to serve, so that they may have a chance of attaining recognition for the work they have already done. There are steps in the right direction. At issue — and we cannot emphasize this enough — is the contention that the structural changes put forth in referenda \#1 and \#3 permit the student body to review student government frequently. This is bad enough as is. We should seek to remedy it; this is our hope that the student body will defeat them along with the referendum which provides for a full year in office. By referenda vote. Three referenda which will, if approved, bring about major changes in the structure of Student Government will be on the ballot in next week's election.

The students who have charge of those SG agencies which operate in its domain. The object of this amendment is the decentralization of power; each new VP will be taking over a certain part of the SG President's duties.

The third amendment proposed change would alter representation on Council. It reduces the number of freshmen elected in May from six to three (there are approximately 200 freshmen at the College in May). It also provides for three at-large delegates to be elected in October. This is intended to allow aspirants for executive office who were defeated in the May elections another opportunity to gain seats on Council.

According to this referendum, a referendum on October 23, all SG members would be elected for two-year terms. If the referendum receives the necessary number of signatures, the referendum will be submitted to the General Faculty Committee on Student Activity for approval. If they are approved by the General Faculty, they will probably go into effect in next May's election.

To Be Determined
By Referenda Vote

The three amendments provide for the necessary adjustments in the electoral scheme to implement the two new ones.

COUNCIL URGES
The three amendments provide for the necessary adjustments in the electoral scheme to implement the two new ones.

Reorganization
One Year Term

By SG PRESIDENT IRA BLOOM

The Student Government is in the unique position of being the elected representative body on the campus charged with general responsibility for student welfare. One of the most significant ways in which Student Government fulfills its responsibility to the college community is through its on-going programs and activities. At present Student Government is greatly hampered in achieving its goal of being an effective representative body. We are forced to function in a climate of student unrest. The Student Government is at this point very much at the mercy of a large number of students who are not its friends but are its enemies.

It is time for Student Government to rid itself of this impediment to effectiveness — the two yearly electoral system. The creation of the three topical vice-presidents will establish a campus affairs vice-president, a student life and advisor to student organizations, and a president.

The first year of student government at City College and time-saver. It is time for Student Government to rid itself of this impediment to effectiveness — the two yearly electoral system. The creation of the three topical vice-presidents will establish a campus affairs vice-president, a student life and advisor to student organizations, and a president. These are three in number: (1) the one year tenure will reduce materially. They will thus have an opportunity to gain seats on the many committees and agencies. The people who are not known to the in-group in Student Government since each of these Vice-Presidents will be elected by the student body specifically to maintain a group of programs. Thus Student Government's programming activities will be brought directly to the students for judgment.

To Be Determined
By Referenda Vote

The three amendments provide for the necessary adjustments in the electoral scheme to implement the two new ones.
DESCRIPTION

Desiree-Hilltop House of Queens College

For Information call: Sandy FIT 3-9490

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 29th - FRI., JAN. 31st

Please make out checks or money order to GROSSINGER'S and send to
Evie Better, 150-29 77th Rd., Flushing 69, N. Y.

Please fill out this Reservation Form

Desiree-Hilltop

Winterstown Jamboree

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
Roommates ________________________

Phone ____________


Special College Rate — $31.00

Dine, Dance & Relax with a Transcendental Experience

- Round-trip bus transportation — $6 extra

- Deluxe, 4-4> in room, private bath*

- Room, breakfast, lunch & dinner

- Round-trip bus transportation — $6 extra

- Junior or freshman Orientation Program; Participating in the Personal View of the Universe

- Top-notch entertainment
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